RESOLUTION 898
TRAVEL INDUSTRY DESIGNATORS
PAC1(32)898  Expiry: Indefinite
PAC2(32)898  Type:  B
PAC3(32)898
WHEREAS allied industry principals deal both with IATA Accredited Agents and with other established sales intermediaires, and
WHEREAS airlines wish to identify readily non-IATA sales intermediaries which they recognise as booking offices and from which they accept reservations, and
WHEREAS it is advantageous to all that such other sales intermediaries be readily identified by industry principals’ electronic systems, it is
RESOLVED that the Agency Administrator shall allocate seven-digit designators to the non-IATA sales intermediaries of industry principals, provided that it shall be a condition of the allocation and continuing use of such travel industry designators that they shall create no entitlement or claim to IATA accreditation or approval.